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AN OPEN LETTER TO A FRIEND

You were asking why we need another li-
brary at Rice, or at least an addition to
the Fondren. We don't need a big one, of
course, but we do need a Special Materials
Library, and 1*11 tell you what I would call
Special Materials.

For one thing, we very much need a place
where our rare books and manuscripts can be
consulted by scholars. At present we have
no such place, merely a stack room, already
overcrowded, where our rarest books are

housed. Many rare books are in the open
stacks for want of a place where they can
be better cared for.

What I have in mind is a big pleasant
room like the Rare Book Reading Room at the
Huntington Library in California, In that
room the scholars are assigned to individual
desks or to places at long tables, and each
can have his reading stand and his noiseless
typewriter (because no ink is allowed). A few
essential reference books are kept in the room
and others are available in the adjacent
Reference Room, The rare books and manuscripts
themselves are of course kept in a special
stack and given out from a charge desk, from
which their use can be adequately supervised.
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Such a place would not only greatly facili-
tate the use of rare books and thus promote
scholarship, but it would also greatly ease

our ever-present and growing problem of lack

of sufficient faculty studies.

Second, after the Rare Books I should put the
Fine Books. We need a Browsing Room, a place where
attractive editions, autographed copies, etc. can
be read and enjoyed. We have the nucleus of a
collection of beautiful books, but we hesitate to
put them on the open shelves for fear of loss or

unnecessary damage. Yet I hate to keep books
away from readers, and to me there is nothing so dis-
mal as a book which is a museum piece (except for the
Gutenbearg Bible, or something like that), and I can
picture a Browsing Room where students can read books,
just for the fun of it, in the most attractive of
editions.

The letter which follows in this issue of IThe

Flyleaf will give you one man's idea, and a good
idea it is too, of what should be in what he calls
a Model Library or Gentleman's Library open to
the students of a university.

Ihird and next, but not third in importance,
come the Rice Archives. At present these are con-
fined, and I mean confined, to two little rooms in
the basement. Neither of them is adequately lighted,
and again there is no place where the materials can
be spread out and consulted. Fortunately, in Bill
Dix's days, a good start toward building a collection
of Rice Archives was made, and this has been added
to, and Miss Dean has kept it in the best possible
order.

A foin-th element, and this is really important,
would be a room or rooms where macro-printed
materials can be stored and used. Whether you like
it or not, microfilm is going to be more and more
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necessary in the library of the future. These facili-
ties are also at the point of uncomfortable (and
hence inefficient) over-crowding in the Fondren.

So inany things, including unobtainable rare
books, are now available on microfilm or micro-
cards, that it would be most logical to have our
micro-materials in this hoped-for Special Materials
or Scholars* library. Since the user of these
materials and the reading machines needs instruc-
tion and some supervision, all micro-materials
might well be kept in the area where other rare
materials were being used; this would also save
on the supervision.

!I!hese, then, are the parts of the new library
which I should like to see on this campus: Rare
Book & Manuscript Reading Room and Stacks, Browsing
Room, Archives Room, and Micro-Materials Room.
Ihese need not all necessarily be separate rooms,

although I think the Browsing Room should be apart
from the others. And to these should be added an

Exhibit Area, where we could have attractive dis-
plays of all kinds.

I am as sure as I can be that such a library
would greatly increase our chances of receiving
donations of rare books, historical papers, etc.

It would also greatly ease our space problem in

several fields. -'^

Ihe question naturally comes up as to where

to put this library, supposing we can get it.

It has been suggested that it be put in the pre-

sent library building, perhaps on the fifth floor

or in the basement. I feel certain that normal

library expansion over the next ten or twenty-

five years will use up all the space we have under
the Fondren roof, and that the way to make the

Fondren last longer, and to provide the best
facilities, would be to put up a new building

I



alongside the parent library. You will remeimaer the

Houston library at Harvard^ not a very large build-
ing and devoted to rare books, which is placed be-
side the great Widener Library at Harvard and is

connected to it by a sort of umbilical cord or

passageway through which reference books can be fed
into the blood-stream of scholarship.

Another idea would be to build an addition on-
to the west side of the Fondren, and this would
probably cost less. This would permit a needed
expansion of our Workroom (Preparations Room) and
would permit easy access to the main collection by
researchers who were using the Special Materials
Library.

Intelligent planning would keep the costs down,

but you know as well as I do that buildings don*t
heat and light and look after themselves, so upkeep
should be figured into any expenses that we might
be talking about. But a library such as I des-
cribe need not be a huge place, and it would make
a wonderful memorial to someone. And it would do
the new RLce University a lot of good.

Thanks for your interest.

Faithfully,

H.C.
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Hhe editors hope that their readers will enjoy

the following letter, written (it is true) in 1912

but just as good today, about books and the readers

of books. It was written by Edward Bradford

Titchener, the great psychologist (a large part of

whose library was purchased by Rice), to his friend

Louis N. Wilson, then Librarian of Clark University

in Worcester, Mr. Wilson had evidently submitted an

Ideal Bibliography to Professor Titchener, who used

this as a text from which to launch his dicta about

what a Gentleman's Library really should be.

The FLYLEAF is greatly indebted to the Fondren's

first Librarian, Dr. William S. Dix of Princeton, for

having traced and passed on this classic piece of

bibliophilia.
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February 5, 1912

Dear Wilson:

(l) It is a mistake to think that the form in
which a book is presented to the reader makes no
difference One is tempted to books, very leirgely,

by their outsides. For instance, to put the

matter at a low level, a rebound book always has
the attraction that it mtust have been read by
many people and is therefore probably of interest.

Uiere is also at a higher level an attraction
about the form of binding which the author him-
self saw and handled, or which dates from a certain
period which (from study or home associations or
what not) interests the individual reader

•

Now you have got a lot of American reprints,
as of Cuthbert Bede (whom, with what I think is
mistaken accuracy, you call E. Bradley), and some
of these reprints are dear, "v^ereas the rightly
printed and bound originals (l don't mesua

necessarily first editions) can be picked up cheap*
Part of the education of your prospective readers
and buyers, part of the greatest educational value
of your whole library, consists in getting the
students to use secondhand catalogues. You say
not a word on this subject; and you let the
librarian overpower the book-lover and reader by
talking of E. Bradley.

You should get yourself the right edition of
the book; and then you should annotate as to cheap
reprints, American editions, current editions with
introductions, and so forth. You should get the
old paperbound Verdant Greens, with the woodcuts,
and then you should rebind in a calf that looked
like rebinding; a soft and familiar calf that
looked as if it had been much handled; a calf that
sraelled of snuff and suggested a candle to read by;
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a grandfatherly calf. That means trouble, but to make
men book-lovers is -vforth trouble; and you make men book-
lovers, not by librarianship, but by being good to
books yourself.

(2) No gentleman's library would ever contain
a full publisher's 'set' or 'library'. Your Home
University Library should be kicked back to the
general library, till its several volumes have
been tested by professional readers there; then
the thun±»ed volumes might go on to the 'model'

shelves. Your Little Classics should also go; or,

at least be placed provisionally under their topi-
cal headings till you get better copies. Think
of really reading Lamb or More as a Little Classic!
All right for reference; all right as portable
property; but you want your men to read.

(3) In buying novels, you should buy one or
t-wo that characterize a man, or characterize his
different periods; the rest should be left out.

For Crawford, e.g., you might buy Saracinesca
and, say, Khaled: that is all. Ihen, if the rea-
der bites, he can find the rest in the general or
public library; or can begin to buy for himself.

You should by no means have the Dooneland
edition of Lonaa Doone; and by still less means
(if possible) introduce Jane Eyre by Mrs. Humphrey
Ward. Ye gods.' think of the gulf between
Charlotte and Mrs. Hi These books should stand

alone by their print; and they should be got in

some early (not necessarily first again) English

edition. And how could one get fond of Lever
save in the old dingy-red Chapman and Hall? Get

the two most characteristic books: Charles 0'

Malley and, say. The O'Donoghue and let the rest

slide again.

(k) There are other things to do with books

—

•vidaen once you have become a reader—than to read
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them. You get fond of books as personalities. So

I should put in a Montaigne, in his old French;

and a l6th century Aristotle; and a Plantin or

two, and an Elzivir, and perhaps a specimen of a
chained book in Latin, and a Nureniiberg Ship of
Fools—a few things of that sort. Suppose the

men can't read them? If I had bou^t, all my
life, only the books whose languages I could
read, I should never have learned to read the
languages they are written in.

(5) A model library must be scrappy; and its
scrappiness is precisely a part of its modelity.
The interesting parts of a book-lovers collection
are just the scrappy parts, which show the range
and idiosyncrasy of his personal taste. You can
be more catholic than the individual; but you
must aim at being -scrappy. And you must always
and always remember that a model library cannot
be model if it is new; it must have almost a
battered face; not to match Grand Rapids furni«-

ture. The incongruity of a model library—a new
masterpiece cheek by jowl with an old treasure

—

is again one of its greatest charms. Comfort
and homeliness aad everything mattering but
clothes; those are the attributes of a gentle-
man's library.

Now for some details. Reference books are
not books at all; I pass them by. They simply
fill the lowest shelves, that are difficult to
stoop to. Peace be on their harmless, necessary
heads! They should have among them that folio
Josephus which nobody ever opens; othei*wlse I
dismiss them.

In education you must, first of all, kick
out all the American college stories; they are
not books. Put in Newman's Idea of a University;
and the Utopias—in proper editions, down to and
including H. G. Wells; and books of the type of
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Hart's German Universities. Your list is too
formal even when weeded of the abiblia.

In philosophy you want Jowett*s Republic,
and Fiske*s Cosmic Philosophy, and Bacon*

s

Essays is a single volume, and Stephanas
Science of Ethics (a glorious book in a most
forbidding binding; but it calves weU), and
Sidgwick's little History of Ethics, and Locke's
Essay in 'contemporary calf' and Hume in the
3-vol. 8vo, edition, calf gilt, and Pollock's
Spinosa and Jevon's Principles of Science, and
Whewell's History, and Adam Smith (not new),
and a folio Hobbes—Hobbes should be read in
folio; don't be afraid of a few.' —and perhaps
the glorious 4to edition of all Bacon, that can
be picked up for a song, and has the portrait,
and is never read but is a delist to handle.
And so farewell to the philosophers, —for the
moment

•

For Darwin you want only the Origin, the
Descent, and the Orchids; but you want them
in Murray's green, as far back as yoi^r purse
will take you. The 1862 Orchids is in brown,

and costs very little; the first Descent costs
only a pound, I think. Bum the popular edi-
tions at 75 cents. And I am sorry you have all
of Huxley; the separate pieces, a few of them,

are better. You -^^ant Chamber's Natural History
of Creation, and you want the Wallace books
(the early ones), and Bates' Amazon, and Moseley's
Challenger.

You want the Tylor and Lubbock books, and
several Galtons, and Geddes and Thompson on
Sex, and Dawkins' Early Man in Britain, and

Punnett on Mendelism, and a couple of Lang's

anthropological books, and Efelmholtz' Lectures,

and Tyndall on Light and Sound, and a sprink-
ling of books by men like Ball and Procter; I
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haven't time to specify. Get rid of your Home Univer-

sity, stock lock and barrel!

You want one good old Bible, a Breeches or some-

thing of that sort. You want the Koran and probably
the Book of Mormon. You want some good anthropolo-

gical books that deal particularly with religion; not
too technical. Lady Duff Gordon's Egypt (l don't
mind the Meredith introduction to that), might al-

most come under this head. You want some archi-
tectural books too; Swainson and Lethaby's St.

Sophia, and Butler's Coptic churches of Egypt. It

is astonishing how interested you get in what open up
as uninteresting books, and how far from book to
book the first reading takes you.

You have no Stanley, no Burton, no Cook's Voyages,
nothing of that sort, and you should assuredly have
Peary's North- Pole, We are sick of Peary; but this
book is one of the great books in its line, Johnston's
Liberia can be picked up probably as a remainder; it

is cunibrous and unwieldy, but it should interest
young America, Cut out your Beautiful Englands at 60
cents; they don't belong here. All right as stop-
gaps, of course; but you don't want ready-to-order
books, as you don't want gift-books.

let me insist again that you don't want the
best-latest, most corrected, knowingly-introduced
books; you want the right books; and the right ones
are a trifle old-fashioned, left to speak for them-
selves, good in paper and print but not scientifi-
cally annotated or prefaced.

Under Biography you want Tennyson and Morley's
Gladstone. And why not Plutarch? And why not a few
furriners?

The Literature makes me groan. Begin by burning
your Everymans and by kicking out your Little Classics.
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Kill Moulton's World Literature; have you' ever really
tried to read it? Throw your Pater hack to the
general lihrary; keep only the Marius, the Renaissance,
and the Imaginary Portraits. Cut your Holraes; keep
one Autocrat and Elsie Venner. I have read all these
blamed things; but I should never have read them all
if they had been thrown at ray head in a lunip. Forget
you are a librarian, and call Macaulay by his name;
who the deuce cares that he was first baron? He was
Thomas Babington Macaulay, as I knew him. Put Emer-
son* s Journals permanently in the fire; and put his
works back in the general library; the Essays are
enough. Put in three good Matthew Arnolds in the
bro^ra cloth, rubbed, of the catalogues. 'Pushing
to the Front' I know not; I imagine it is good for
kindling. Great Heavens—we are talking Literature!

Where are Rabelais and Montaigne and Macchiavelli
and Balzac? Where are your Historians—Gibbon and
Froude (not forgetting the Short Studies) and Hume
and all the rest of them?

Where are Fielding and Swift and Steine and
Dumas and Saiollett, and Gill Bias and Rasselas
and Candide? You should have two Merediths, an
early and a late; and the Diana should not be one
of them. I can stand the full Dickens, Scott,

Ihackeray; but you make a mistake, all the same,

in not v7eeding. Let the men get a taste, and their
thirst grows; they'll come to you and ask for more;

lay it all before them and you take away their
appetite. All this fiction wants weeding. And
who is S. L. Clemens? Bie owner of a model library
is not and never will be a librarian; you for-

get that; and the dear old baroness Tautphoeus

—

whom we never could pronounce—you have meta-

morj^osed into Freifrau. You want Hardy and

Wilkie Collins and a Harrison Ainsworth. You

want a sprinkling of moderns—Wells and Conrad
and Herrick and DeMorgan and Bennett; half a dozen

a year, weeding as you go. You want more Ifenry James
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and less George Elliot; and you want a Howelis, and a I

Stockton's Rudder Grange, and a few things like

that.

Your poets bother me, partly by your confound-
ed editors, and partly by your refusing to call
Lord Byron by his right name. Not a Swinbvirne in
the lot, not even the Atalanta. I am getting
violent; but I do not believe that anyone in the

wide world would ever become a lover of poetry from
your list.

Take a single Globe edition of Alfred Tennyson,
and. be done with it—drop your first baron and be
done with that I It is not your reputation as a
cataloguer, but the readers, who are in question.
If you annotate, do it after the book, in fine print,
in the way I suggested earlier. There are omissions,
of course; you want a Stephen Phillips and a couple
of Watsons and other things; but what bothers me now
is ihe repellent look of the catalogue. A poet should
be catalogued very very simply, —just with Works afte:

him, or the special title, as of Watson's For England.
You should have Mackail's Virgil, and you should list
separately (blow the duplications!) the translations
of the big things that fall within a man's Works.

You have left out all the spice of the last

century; the Alice books, and Calverly, and Bon
Gaultier. No—I see you have the Ingoldsbys and I

suppose the Babs are in Gilbert's Songs. I apolo-
gize so far; but there is a lot to be gathered.

Is there really no Shakespeare, or have you list-

ed him under the seventh eeirly of Cork? I should ad-
vise the Leopold edition in 4to, and the reprints (in
separate plays) of the first folio now being got
out by Crowe11.
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Hadji Baba goes in! And the Arabian Ni^ts!
in lane's edition. And Max Miiller's Chips I And
Browne's Urn Burial and Pseudodoxial And Bryce's
American Commonwealth I Hali" a dozen books on
Music I The difficulty is to stop. Kinglake's
Eothen! Butler's Erewhoni

Edward Bradford Titchener
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WHAT ARE \m READING?

1!he American Publisher's Weekly recently pub-

lished these lists of best-sellers:

Fiction
Morris West, The Devil's Advocate

Marcia Davenport, The Constant Image

Thomas Costain, The Darkness and the Davn.

Non-Fiction
Herman Wouk, This Is ^^ God

Alexander King, May This House Be Safe

Frcm Tigers

Leornard Bernstein, The Joy of Music

These were all bushmen and used to spending
their nights alone, and every man carried a book
in his saddlebags. ... An ordinary book would
not do. Any book worth carrying had to last a
year or more, ... So each one carried a book he
couldn't understand that would last him awhile,
and this was the book he talked by.

Olaf Ruhen
"Revenge in the Desert, " Saturday Evening Post
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DESIDERATA " .* /- .'•

Winstanley, William, I628-I69O. The lives of
the most famous English poets. 1st ed. 1687. $30.00

anollett, Tobias George, 1721-1771. The adven-
tures of Ferdinand, Coimt Fathom. 2v. 1st ed.

London, 1753- $35-00

George, Mary Dorothy. English political cari-
cature. 2v. New York, 1959. $23.00

Nicoll, Allardyce, l89if- . a history of
English drama, 166O-I90O. 6v. $60.00

PHRIODICAIS NEEDED ... ,:. ..,.:.
Catholic World, January, 1959*

American Bar Association Journal, January-
December, 1953; January-June, 195^; August, December,

1956; Jaauary-December, 1959.

Business Week^ February 7^ 21, and 28, 1959.

Science News Letter , 1959.

The curiosity of the reading public knows no
bounds. Foyles bookstore in London recently re-

ceived requests for books on How to Grow Asparagus;
Slimming; Japanese Flower Arrangements; Charms and
Talismans; Conjuring Tricks; Musical Boxes; Marshal
Tito; How to Make a Barometer; Mumps; and Gas

Mantles.



E. B. L. S. GIFT -'',

Some time ago. the Aluinnae of the Elizabeth

Baldwin Literary Society presented the Fondren with

the money to buy a slide projector of the most

expensive sort. Not all of this generous gift, and

another which followed it, was used at that time.

During the past year two other projectors, for

different sizes of slides and film strips, have

been purchased from the E, B. L. S. Alijranae fund, and

they are herewith most gratefully acknowledged.

As one grows older one may become less dogmatic
and problematical but there is no assurance that one
becomes wiser.

—T. S. Eliot.

If you read greedily enough, and indiscrimin-
ately enough, you will sooner or later become ac-
quainted with some of these major writings that all
your youthful experience persuaded you to avoid.

—Eric Linklater.
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MEMORIAL GIFTS

In Memory of

J. G. Baker

Mrs. Idella Ross Burger

Thomas Caldwell

Donor

Mr.&Mrs. W, M. Rust, Jr.

Mr. & Mrs. C. A. Dwyer

Mr. & Mrs. Burke Baker
Mr. & Mrs. Herman Brown

Mrs. Walter 0. Caldwell Mr. & Mrs. Burke Baker

Mrs. Blanche E. Chenoweth

James Chillraan^ Sr.

Mrs. W. L. Clayton

Captain A, A. Colbury

Mrs. Lula Belle Cram

Mrs. H. R. Cullen

Sara Daily

Helen Fay Dawes

Mrs. Josephine Donnelly

Graham Graves

Mrs. Ella Turner Gross

r^s. Claude W. Heaps
Mrs. R. C. Meysenburg

Dr.& f/[rs. Walter R.Kimer
Mr.&Mrs. Alan D.McKillop

Mr. & Mrs, Burke Baker
Mrs. Preston Moore
Mr.&Mrs. R. A. Tsanoff

Mr.Sdvirs. C.F. Simonds
Mr.&Mrs. F. W.- Simonds

Mr.&Mrs. Robert Simonds

Mrs. F. P. Kalb

Mrs. Preston Moore

Mr.&Mrs. Charles W. Hamilton

Dr. &^s. Walter R.Kimer

Mr. &; Mrs. Hugh M. Stewart

Mrs. Preston Moore

Mr.&Mrs. Robert V. Turner
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In Memory of

f4aria Gutierrez

Mrs. Henry C. Haden

Frank W. Ilfrey

Eppie E, Johnson

Abner L, Lewis

Mrs, Sue Lovewe11

Bradford McGinty

Mrs. James P. MarKhamj

Mrs. MarJorie E. Mason

Mrs, George J, Mellinger

Mrs, Lillian Middleton

L. D. Midgett

Mrs. R, B. MoHoy

D. B. Porter

Mrs. M. J. Reagan ^ ^-

W. S. Red, Jr.

Donor

Mrs. Henry S. Smith

Mr.&Mrs, Burke Baker

Mr.&Mrs. C. A» Dwyer

Anne H. Wheeler
Pender Turnbull

Mr.&Mrs. Charles W.

Hamilton
Mr.&Mrs. Hugh M.Stewart

Mr.&Mrs, Hugh E.Gragg
Beatrice Harrison
Mr.&Mrs. Abel B.Pierce,

Jr.
Mr.&J«lrs, Claxton Parks

Mrs. A. W. McStravick,
Sharon and David

Pender Turnbull

Mr.&Mrs. Hugh M.Stewart

Mr.mrs. R.A. Wright

Mr.&JJirs. Charles W.

Hamilton

Ringer Properties

Mrs. Alice Quinn --^-ob .ax

Pat Quinn

Mr.&Mrs. E.Joe Shiraek
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In Memory of

H. M. Russell

Mrs. J. S. Scott

E. E. C. Smith

Harry Canfield Stevens

Prank M. Stones

Mrs. T. J. Sullivan

L. Vernon Uhrig

Edwin N. Welch

Mrs. LiHie Wellhausen

E. R. Wicks

Donor

Mrs. R. C. Meysenburg

Mr. 8s Mrs. Charles W.

Hamilton
Mr. & Mrs. Claxton

Parks
Mr. Sc Mrs. Charles W.

Hamilton
Mrs. V/. A. Butler
Mr. 8c Mrs. Gus Ehret

Mrs. Claude W. Heaps

J. H. Freeman
Sarah L. lane
Mr.SdvIrs. A.D. McKillep
Mr.&Mrs. E.Joe Shimek
Pender Tumhull
Anne H. Wheeler
Mr.&Mrs. Wm. E. White

Dr.&Mrs. CM. Taylor

Mr.&Mrs. Charles W.

Hamilton
Mr.&Mrs. C. A. Dv/yer

I4rs. Edward W. Kelley
Mrs. Preston Moore
Mrs. Court Norton
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FRIENDS OF THE FONIIREN LIBRARY

AT THE RICE INSTITUTE

President, Mrs, Edward W. Kelley
Vice President, E. F. Kalb
Membership Secretary, Mrs. Charles W. Hamilton
Recording Secretary, Mrs. Raymond Cook
Treasurer, Charles W. Hamilton

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:

John H. Auten
Beatrice Harrison
Mrs. Ralph D. Looney
W. L. McKinnon
Prank E. Vandiver

Wilfrid S. Dowden, Editor, THE FLYLEAF

Raemond Craig, Publication






